
Weekly Challenges #1

Kāhu August 18th

YOGA
Check out Cosmic Kids

Yoga on YouTube.

Choose one of the
videos to give a try.

CREATE
Make some flashcards to
help you learn your basic
facts- you can make sets

for your different times
tables, and addition and
subtraction. Get creative
and make them colourful

as this will help you to
remember them!

PHYSICAL
Get your groove on

with kidz bop dance!

AROUND THE HOME
Choose a different

room in your house to
help your parents tidy
every day. You may

start with your bedroom
on one day then the

lounge the next day. It
is up to you.

WATCH & LISTEN

to a storyline online
book. Draw a picture

and write a few
sentences explaining

what happened in the
story.

NEWS TIME

Choose a kiwi kids
news story each day
and read it aloud to

someone in your house.
Extra challenge- can

you answer the
questions at the end?

CHALLENGE
Have a paper

airplane challenge with
your family. Whose
plane can fly best?

HELPING

Ask your whānau if
there is anything that

you can help with
around the home.

Gardening, dishes or
vacuuming.

IN THE KITCHEN

Make a dish using
only cans from the

pantry

ART

Find some
new blossoms

sprouting in
your neighbourhood.
Take a photo or make

a drawing of it.

DEAR DIARY

Create a word splash
or picture diary of
your time during

lockdown.
Get creative!

COMMUNITY-
MINDED

Write a kind note that
you can leave in your
neighbours letterbox.

WRITE
Use a picture prompt

and the ideas on
Pobble 365 to write a

creative story. Try to use
as many interesting

words and language
features as you can!

ALPHABET
The alphabet challenge-
write the alphabet on a

piece of refill or in your book.
Walk around your house/

outside and find two
objects/ plants/ animals for
each letter. E.g A- Apple,

armchair,
B- book, bread etc..

DESIGN
Design a game to play

with your whānau. It
should be able to be

played inside or
outside.

PLAN

Plan your
week.

Use the
weekly planner to

make a list of all the
activities you would like

to do.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mz9Qq7vIUfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHd2s_saYsQ
https://www.storylineonline.net/
https://www.kiwikidsnews.co.nz/
https://www.kiwikidsnews.co.nz/
https://www.pobble365.com/

